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QUESTION 1

You are preparing entity customizations that will be exported as part of a managed solution. 

You need to identify for which field types of an entity you can customize the Managed Properties. 

Which two field types should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. a custom field on a system entity 

B. a system field on a system entity 

C. a custom field on a custom entity 

D. a system field on a custom entity 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a Dynamics CRM organization. 

A user named User1 creates a personal chart. 

You need to make the personal chart into a system chart. 

What should you do? 

A. Instruct User1 to export the personal chart. Import the chart as a system chart. 

B. Instruct User1 to share the chart with all users. 

C. Instruct User1 to share the chart with the system administrator. 

D. Instruct User1 to export the chart query. Import the query as a system chart 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a Dynamics CRM organization. The organization does not use CRM for marketing. 

You need to prevent Marketing from displaying on the Account form navigation. 

What should you do? 

A. Delete all of the items in the Marketing group. 

B. Hide the Marketing group. 

C. Minimize the Marketing group. 
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D. Delete the Marketing group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You create a new solution in a Dynamics CRM organization. 

You add a contact entity to the solution. You add a new rollup field to the contact entity. You need to identify what
occurs to the rollup field when you attempt to delete the solution. What should you identify? 

A. The solution will be deleted and the rollup field will be deleted. 

B. The solution will be deleted. The rollup field will remain unchanged. 

C. A user will be prompted to delete the rollup field. 

D. You will be prevented from deleting the solution until the rollup field is deleted. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a user who must import a file every Monday. The file contains contacts from events the user attended during
the weekend. 

The events are scheduled every weekend for the next 18 months. 

You need to prevent duplicate contacts from being created when the user Imports the contacts. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a real-time workflow. 

B. Add a duplicate detection rule to the data map. 

C. Schedule a duplicate detection job. 

D. Apply a duplicate detection rule to the Import Data Wizard. 

Correct Answer: D 
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